
My sample was knit with yarn purchased from Rowan Yarns in 1983. Using the standard yarn 
weight system chart from the Craft Yarn Council, I think the yarn is a 2 or Fine. (This is a little 
heavier than standard sock yarn.) While this yarn would normally be knit with 3.25 to 3.75 mm 
needles, Carmen was knit on a 6 mm/86 cm circular needle. I knit loosely, so you may need to use 
a larger needle size.

Gauge after blocking: approximately 12-14 stitches and 36 rows to 10 cm. (After blocking, the 
shawl has fewer stitches to the cm closer to the lower edge.)

Finished Dimensions: 35 cm (12”) by 198 cm (78”)    Finished weight of sample: 130 g

Cast on 51 stitches.

Row 1: Knit front and back in first stitch, knit to last stitch, knit front and back in last stitch.

Repeat Row 1 sixty-seven more times until you have 185 stitches. (This is a multiple of the 12 
stitch pattern repeat — 15 x 12— plus 5 stitches. To make a smaller version, reduce stitch count 
by multiples of 12. To increase size, increase stitch count by multiples of 12.)
Follow pattern chart for lace. (See chart page 2.)

Bottom border:
Row 1: Knit first stitch front and back, knit to last stitch, knit last stitch front and back.
Row 2: Knit.
Repeat to desired depth. (Sample has six rows in garter stitch after the charted pattern and before 
the bind off row.)
Cast off on a wrong side row using Jeny’s Surprisingly Stretchy Bind Off, knit stitch version.

CARMEN Scarf/Stole
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CARMEN Lace Chart

knit on right side row, purl on wrong side row

knit on wrong side row

yarn over (make one)

knit 2 together (right slanting decrease)

slip 2 knitwise, knit together through back of stitches (left slanting decrease)

slip 2 together knitwise, knit 1, pass slip stitches over knit stitch (centred double decrease)

knit front and back in stitch

First row and all subsequent odd number rows are the right side. Even number rows are the wrong side.
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Blocking Instructions:

Darn in ends and trim, leaving about an inch of tail.

I soaked Carmen for an hour to ensure thorough wetting, then put her in the washing machine on the 
spin cycle for about 5 seconds. (You can always use the ‘roll in a towel’ method.) I like to leave a fair 
amount of moisture in a scarf/stole/shawl as it helps to stretch the knitting and open up the lace pattern. 

Hold the work up and let it hang so that it stretches under its own weight; shift your grip so that the piece 
is stretched in every direction. 

Lay the piece on a flat surface and pull the scarf into shape so that the top edge is straight from the first 
pattern repeat to the last one. The rest of the upper edge (from outer pattern repeats to the points) should 
angle downward slightly. Pull the lower edge into a gentle curve, making sure that the lace pattern is 
opened nicely and distributed evenly. You can use the measurements at the beginning of the pattern as a 
rough guide.

Let dry. Trim yarn ends. Wear happily! 

N.B. If you want to soften the feel of your scarf and are using wool/alpaca/mohair/etc., you can add a 
little fabric softener/hair conditioner to your soak/rinse water. You can also tumble the blocked and dried 
piece on air fluff for a minute or two, though this will cause the knitting to contract a bit.
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